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Secure Communicating Systems: Design, Analysis, and ImplementationCambridge University Press, 2001
This volume details what every computer scientist ought to know about cryptographic systems, security protocols, and secure information flow in programs.  Highlights include discussions of the new advanced encryption standard "Rijndael"; an optimal public-key encryption using RSA which turns "textbook RSA" into a practical...
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Theory and Practice of Uncertain ProgrammingPhysica-Verlag, 2003
Real-life decisions are usually made in the state of uncertainty (randomness, fuzziness, roughness, etc.). How do we model optimization problems in uncertain environments? How do we solve these models? In order to answer these questions, this book provides a self-contained, comprehensive and up-to-date presentation of uncertain programming theory....
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Information SciencePrinceton Press, 2006
From cell phones to Web portals, advances in information and communications technology have thrust society into an information age that is far-reaching, fast-moving, increasingly complex, and yet essential to modern life. Now, renowned scholar and author David Luenberger has produced Information Science, a text that distills and explains...
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Kathy Jacobs on Powerpoint: PPT 2000, PPT 2002, PPT 2003 (On Office series)Holy Macro! Books, 2004
Learn to design presentations to fit any audience, create reports and graphical essays, use PowerPoint with other Microsoft Office products, and more with this timesaving guide.

A recognized expert in teaching Microsoft PowerPoint skills demonstrates how to design presentations to meet the needs of every audience. The peskiest PowerPoint...
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Conspiracy in Camelot: The Complete History of the Assassination of John Fitzgerald KennedyAlgora Publishing, 2003
Those not already deeply immersed in recondite Kennedy assassination lore will find this offering by Kroth-an associate professor of counseling psychology at Santa Clara University, and a contributor to CounterPunch, a biweekly "muckraking newsletter"-well over the top. Advertised as an "objective" look at the myriad conspiracy...
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Elements of Photonics Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Provides a particularly good discussion of the electromagnetics of light in bounded media (i.e., fibers).

    * The only book that treats the two complementary topics, fiber and integrated optics.
    * A careful and thorough presentation of the topics that make it well suited for self-study.
    * Includes numerous figures,...
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Goldfrank's Toxicologic EmergenciesMcGraw-Hill, 2006
The #1 reference in the field for the last quarter of a century, Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies, Eighth Edition, has been completely updated to equip emergency physicians with today's most authoritative guide to clinical toxicology. The book presents unsurpassed coverage of all aspects of toxicologic emergencies_from pharmacology and clinical...
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Mathematical Methods for Mechanics: A Handbook with MATLAB ExperimentsSpringer, 2008
The interaction between mathematics and mechanics is a never ending source of new developments. This present textbook includes a wide –ranging spectrum of topics from the three body problem and gyroscope theory to bifurcation theory, optimization, control and continuum mechanics of elastic bodies and fluids. For each of the covered topics the...
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WPF 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	The #1 WPF Book--Now Updated for WPF 4!


	 


	Full Color: Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio!


	 


	Thorough, authoritative coverage, practical examples, clear writing, and...
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Automated Lighting, Second Edition: The Art and Science of Moving Light in Theatre, Live Performance, and EntertainmentFocal Press, 2010

	Late last year, in 2008, I was fi nishing work on another book called Electricity
	for the Entertainment Electrician & Technician when Danielle Monroe, one of
	the many wonderful people at Focal Press, sent me an email. Almost as an
	afterthought—one of those oh-by-the-ways—she mentioned that we should
	start work on...
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Advances in Databases and Information Systems: Third East European Conference, ADBIS'99, Maribor, Slovenia,Springer, 1999

	The 3rd Eastern European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information
	Systems (ADBIS’99) took place on 13-16- September 1999, in Maribor, Slovenia.
	It was organized in cooperation with ACM SIGMOD, the Moscow chapter of
	ACM SIGMOD, Slovenian Society Informatika, and the Slovenian Ministry of
	Technology.


	The aim...
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Advanced Excel EssentialsApress, 2014

	Advanced Excel Essentials is the only book for the experienced Excel developer. This book starts from the assumption that you are well-versed in Excel--and builds on your skills to take them to the advanced level. It will show you the building blocks of advanced development and then take you through the development of your own advanced...
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